Executive Summary and Report Contents
Project Background
Chico’s City Plaza is a classic – both in the tradition of great public squares at
the heart of communities across continents, cultures and centuries - and in the
particular history and tradition of Chico. In the tradition of the great town
founders, Chico’s city fathers reserved and designated this place at the town
center for the civic life of the community from its very birth. To the present
day, the plaza plays a vital role in the historic, cultural, and economic life of the
town. One might say it is the city’s ‘parlor’. It welcomes our guests, hosts our
ongoing civic dialogues, and gathers us for celebration and commemoration.
Sometimes it is a place just for a stroll, a rest in the summer shade or the
winter sun, a place to meet a friend or watch the world go by.
It is the very fact that City Plaza serves these numerous civic functions so well
that initiated this project to update its master plan. Both time and an
increasing intensity of use by a growing community have taken their toll, and
the community’s ‘parlor’ is beginning to look in need of rehabilitation. This
fact has been easier to overlook during the excitement and enjoyment of big
community events, or while the elms provide the grand canopy overhead.
However, its worn appearance has begun to significantly detract from its dayto-day function and integrity -- and the loss of the declining elms will
compound this effect.
Therefore, the design challenge is to update City Plaza in a way that not only
respects its great tradition, but proceeds in the spirit in which the Plaza was
gifted to Chico by John Bidwell. This requires a new investment of time,
money and energy to re-construct the Plaza, to insure that it retains its place of
importance, as originally intended and for Chico’s future generations.
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City Plaza History
P. 2
130 years ago, Chico founder John Bidwell designated the City Plaza block to be
preserved as a civic center for the new town. One year later, the City began to
develop the plaza, and Bidwell is said to have planted the elm trees. The diagonal
walkways between the elms were the first element of the design, with the remaining
features added subsequently.
Historically, the plaza was mostly an informal gathering place, an elegant
community ‘living room’ and sitting place for picnics and visiting with neighbors.
For downtown parades and Christmas festivities, it became the formal gathering
place for a growing community. In the last half of the 20th century – and especially
in the last decade – the Plaza’s use for large, organized community events has
grown at a rapid pace, and this new intensity of use has begun to take a toll.
A note on the name “City Plaza”: In recent times, City Plaza has sometimes
been referred to as “Plaza Park” – in fact, it was referred to with this label by this
project until it was recently pointed out that it was called “City Plaza” from the
beginning and throughout historical records. This has been verified with research
through the Chico Enterprise-Record newspaper and by local historian, John
Nopel. From its inception, it has been the City’s ‘plaza’ rather than ‘park’.
Existing Conditions and Planning Context
P. 3
City Plaza has become an ever more popular and more heavily used venue for a
wide range of community performances, gatherings and events. Since the original
design was not constructed for this level of intensive use, in recent years the
condition of the Plaza has deteriorated markedly in recent years.
Throughout the Plaza, and especially at the center, the lawns are trampled down to
bare dirt. The City is approximately halfway through a 20-year program to remove
and replace the elms. Many of the perimeter orange trees have outgrown their
narrow parkways.
While City Plaza is a well-loved and enjoyed place during planned community
events, many in the community feel that public safety in the Plaza has become a
concern in recent years. While consistent law enforcement in such public spaces is
always critical, design can play a crucial role in efforts to make a space that is safe
and feels welcoming to the whole community every day.
Today this beloved and important civic place faces challenges that are critical to its
future. If the current intensity of use is to continue and even grow - as appears to
be the strong desire of the community – an updated plan for City Plaza should
address this continued public use.
The existing Master Plan for City Plaza was approved in 1992, and as yet has not
been fully implemented. This current project effort seeks to revisit elements of that
plan and to augment them with current community input to develop an updated
plan and implementation strategy.
Public Planning Process
P. 6
In order to determine the desires of the community for City Plaza, the design team
used a public workshop planning and design process. Interested Chico citizens
participated in an initial input workshop, and then came together again after the
alternatives were developed to review and offer comment.
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Community’s Priorities, goal and Objectives
P. 7
Based on the input received from the public process, the following overarching
community values, goals and priorities for the future of City Plaza were identified:
1. Improve functionality for community activities
2. Increase safety and sense of security
3. Re-invigorate daily use by a wider cross-section of the community
4. Repair its deteriorating, ‘shabby’ appearance
Principles, Precedents of Good Plaza Design
P. 8
Classic civic places and town plazas across the country and the world were studied
and referenced for their applicability to the enhancement of Chico’s City Plaza.
Broad principles of successful plaza design were researched and identified, and fell
generally under the following headings: History, Tradition and Character; Activity
and Sociability; and Comfort and Appearance.
Chico City Plaza Design Setting
P. 10
To discuss potential changes to the existing Master Plan, the historical design of
City Plaza was also broken down into its essential elements. These include its
perfect square layout, the diagonal pathways, the circular path within the square, the
square plaza within the circle, the tree-lined pathways, and the trees at the edges.
New Design Alternatives, Recommendations
P. 11
Initially, three design alternatives were developed to explore how the simple
geometry and perfect symmetry of the original design could be retained while the
Plaza is upgraded to respond to its current and future use. The goal of exploring
these options responds to City Plaza’s importance to the social and cultural life of
the city, and to the greatly increased frequency of use of the Plaza. While each of
the alternatives responds in a different way to community input, all three retain the
essential features of the existing Plaza.
After the follow-up public meeting and presentation of the proposed alternatives, a
4th ‘Composite’ alternative was developed in consultation with City staff. To create
an alternative that will best serve the community, the design team ultimately chose
to use the middle-ground of the public comment and what seemed to be the most
well-received features of the existing proposals to develop the 4th, ‘composite’-type
alternative that is presented in this report for public review and dicussion.
Design Elements and Details
P. 20
The final section of this draft report includes options and recommendations
regarding specific elements and details of the new design proposals. These include
the integration of public art into the new design, site grading, paving materials and
patterns, site furniture such as seating (benches) and trash receptacles, water
elements, lighting and the provision of public restrooms.
Conclusion and Next Steps
P. 25
Next steps in this Master Plan Update process are briefly outlined at the end of the
report.
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City Plaza History
City Plaza History
• 1860 – John Bidwell, owner/founder of Chico Rancho, hires the County surveyor, J.S. Henning,
to lay out Chico; Bidwell directs the size of blocks and streets, forming relatively generous streets
and approximately square blocks from 1st Street on the north (then called Front Street) to 7th
Street on the south, and from Wall Street (one block east of Main) to Normal Street (one block
west of Broadway - originally called Sycamore, until the Chico Normal School was built). The
first street laid out was Main; it had formerly been the stage road connecting the area up to
Oregon and down to the rest of California.
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• 1872 - According to local Chico historian John Nopel, Bidwell designated the site to be
preserved for the City Plaza from the beginning. However, shortly after Chico was incorporated
(against Bidwell’s wishes) in 1872, Chico entered into a fight to acquire the county seat from
Oroville, and Bidwell offered the City Plaza site for the County Courthouse Square to support
this. The County Seat move was not approved, so the site remained designated for the town
square plaza.
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• 1873 – Bidwell planted the elms (the ones now undergoing replacement), and the City began the
first development of the Park. The diagonal walkways between the elms were first, with the
remaining features added subsequently.
Historical Notes:
• Chico has always been a city of parades, and City Plaza was a central gathering place.
• There has been no permanent structure or active recreation facilities (e.g. ball court/field. etc.)
on the site - just bandstands, children’s play equipment, and the gazebo.
• Historically, City Plaza was mostly an informal gathering place:
• Mining, logging and homesteading took place in the foothills and outlying areas, and Chico
was the commercial center; when folks needed to do major shopping, the whole family
would make an all-day trip into Chico, pack a picnic lunch to have in the Plaza.
• Miners and lumbermen would come down from the hills for winter and stay in boarding
houses in Chico, using the Plaza as their informal ‘living room’ and sitting place
• The City Plaza space developed as a small town’s central Plaza. BIG gatherings, like the regional
4th of July picnic/gathering, did not take place in the Plaza because it was too small – they took
place out at a large open area west of town by the Railroad tracks, since people would come in
by train from outlying towns for the celebration.
• As Chico grew, spaces like Bidwell Park and the other larger community Parks took on the
function of the large, natural – or at least green – oases needed in a larger urban area.
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Existing Master Plan and Elm Replacement Program
Considering This…

2002 photos show hollow trunks and branches on
removed elms, illustrating what tree experts
warned about and what led to the recommendation
and approval of the tree replacement program.

…And, to Avoid This…

Existing Master Plan and Elm Tree Replacement Program (plan above-1992)
The existing master plan for City Plaza was reviewed and approved by the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission and
then adopted by the Chico City Council in 1992. The plan retained the original elements of the diagonal and circular
pathways and square central plaza, while adding corner bulbouts and depicting the removal of the existing gazebo from
within the circular path and the establishment of a new bandstand fronting the outside edge of the circular path.
The plan approval included the removal and replacement of the existing elm trees in the plaza over a period of
approximately 20 years, to protect the safety of plaza users. The Plaza’s majestic elms were mortally damaged, first by
infill of significant amounts of dirt over their rootzones early in the Plaza’s history, and later by their unfortunate
‘topping’ in the 1940’s, 60’s and late 70’s. The elms are also planted too close together, forcing them to grow diagonally
away from each other, further weakening their stance. The growing danger these trees presented led the City Council to
make the difficult decision in 1992 to begin the removal and replacement program The elms are being replaced with
burr oaks, another large, majestic tree that has proven to do very well in local conditions.

Please note: Since this elm tree replacement program has already been reviewed,
approved and is significantly underway, this issue is outside of the scope of this
current master plan update project.
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… The City is Planting New Trees.

One of the brand
new burr oak trees
planted to replace
the dying elms.
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Existing Conditions, Challenges and Opportunities
4th Street

Existing Conditions, Challenges and Opportunities
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Impending Significant Change
As described on the previous page, one of the Plaza’s current defining
characteristics – the grove of huge elms - is undergoing dramatic change. Until
now, the elms’ majestic presence has helped disguise the increasingly ‘shabby’
(as one participant in the public process put it), deteriorating condition of much
of the rest of the Plaza. Since the new replacement trees cannot achieve this
size and grandeur for some time, it is now crucial to implement design
enhancements to beautify and improve the entire Plaza to alleviate the effects
of this upcoming period without the very large trees.
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5th Street
Current Base Conditions (map above)
The base map above shows the approximate current location and
state of flux of the elements within the plaza:
• Plantings are a mixture of the original elms along the diagonals
and in the center quadrants, other ‘exotic’ and garden-type trees
and shrubs (palm trees, camellias) planted subsequently, and
evergreen trees and new burr oaks planted more recently.
• Many of the perimeter orange trees have been crowded out by
too-narrow planting strips and the impacts of adjacent parking.
• Corner treatments vary – small trees, bushes or lawn.
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As of summer 2002, almost half of the elms have been removed and replaced
with burr oaks, another large, majestic tree that has proven to do very well in
local conditions. The following sections outline some of the other existing
challenges and opportunities identified in an analysis of the current conditions
of the Plaza. It is crucial to address these issues to preserve City Plaza’s
beloved status for generations to come.
Intensity of Use
In the last half of the 20th century, City Plaza has become an ever more
frequently and intensively used venue for a wide range of community
performances, gatherings and events, with the greatest increase in use in the last
decade:
1800’s to mid
1900’s: Strolling, sitting, picnicking, watching parades, Christmas-tree lighting
1960’s: 20-30 planned events per year
1999: 70 planned events, approximately
2000: 80+ planned events
2001: 100+ PLANNED EVENTS -- all-day or multi-day, drawing up to
2,000 people.
Since the original design was not constructed for this level of intensive use, in
recent years the condition of the Plaza has deteriorated. Throughout, and
especially at the center, the lawns are trampled down to bare dirt and do not get
sufficient sunlight to revive, a problem that renders regular maintenance
inadequate.
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• Current center plaza hardscape area is approximately 1,500 s.f.
• Current performance stage area (gazebo) is approx. 600 s.f.
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Existing Conditions, Challenges and Opportunities (cont.)
A steady stream of large community events means porta-potties are an almost permanent fixture in the
Plaza during the warm seasons, detracting from the Plaza’s aesthetics and adding to the muddy scarring.
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Orange Trees
The orange trees around the perimeter of the Plaza have also been
outgrowing their narrow parkways, such that only a few stunted trees
remain.. Also, their planting strips have been trampled by intense
use of adjacent parking.
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Sense of Safety and Welcome
While the Plaza is a well-loved and enjoyable place during formal
community events, many in the community do not enjoy the space
at other times because it no longer feels as safe and welcoming as it
once did in its day-to-day condition. While law enforcement in
public spaces is always critical to their success and enjoyment, design
can also play a crucial role in enabling and supporting efforts to
make the Plaza a space that feels safe and welcoming every day. City
Plaza should welcome a cross-section of the community – parents
with children, retirees, downtown workers and neighborhood
residents.
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Pedestrian Safety
Traffic signals at intersections adjacent to City Plaza lack pedestrian
signals. Under current conditions, pedestrians can find themselves
only partway across the wide 60’ pavement of Broadway or Main
when the light turns, exposing them to through traffic.
Details
The deteriorated and unattractive condition of lighting, benches,
trash bins and aging historical pavement in the Plaza have also
greatly contributed to the current overall worn look of the Plaza.
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Project Public Process and Input
The analysis of existing conditions on the previous pages shows that City Plaza faces challenges that are critical to
its future. If the current intensity of use is to continue and even grow, and the Plaza is to once again become an
attractive and lively civic space filled with day-to-day activity, the Plaza needs to accommodate the community’s
vision and values. For this reason, the current Master Plan update was begun, and utilized a public workshop
process to articulate the community’s vision and values with regard to the future of the Plaza.
Initial Public Meeting
The design team held an initial public workshop to initiate the planning and design update process.
Approximatley 25-30 interested citizens watched a presentation on the history of the Plaza and on some proven
principles of designing successful, attractive and enjoyable public spaces. Participants were then asked to help
establish the values, goals, and priority problems and solutions specific to City Plaza so that these could be
addressed in the design process.
Each participant first wrote a single phrase or sentence describing their overall vision for the Plaza. Then
participants were asked to write one- or two-word values they held for the Plaza, each on a separate adhesive note.
Taking turns, they posted these on the walls of the meeting room, grouping their notes with others that were
similar, so that it would be visually apparent which values were most widely shared in the community. Finally, the
microphones were opened for a ‘brainstorm’ session, where participants identified the problems and solutions
they saw for the Plaza, and design team members recorded these on large sheets of paper tacked to the walls.
After everyone had a chance to say whatever they wanted to say, each participant was given 7 dot stickers with
which they could ‘vote’ for their priority problems and solutions by sticking them next to the recorded item on the
wall.
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Current Master Plan and Design

Design Development and Follow-up Public Meeting
The design team then took this recorded input from the participants and added its own design expertise and
experience to develop and propose three updated plan alternatives. These new alternatives were presented at a
subsequent, ‘follow-up’ public meeting for participants’ review and feedback.
There seemed to be more consensus at the initial public meeting about the goals and vision for the Plaza than at
the follow-up meeting. At the second meeting, input ranged from a desire to leave the Plaza exactly as it is (even
to go back 150 years to restore it as Victorian park museum piece), all the way to scraping most of the site to
install an amphitheater-type performance venue -- and many more points between.
In consultation with City staff, and to create what is believed would best serve the community, the design team
ultimately chose to use the middle-ground of the public comment and what seemed to be the most well-received
features of the existing proposals to develop a 4th, ‘composite’-type alternative that is presented in this report.
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Values and Priorities from Initial Public Meeting
Community’s Values and Priorities
The input received from community members at the initial
public meeting is summarized on this page. The complete
records can be found in Appendix A, along with the
feedback and comments received at the follow-up
presentation of initial design alternatives.

Values (top five):
1. Active/Planned Community Activities
2. Safety and Security
3. Everyday/Daily Activity
4. Attracting, Welcoming
5. History and Tradition

Solutions (top Vote-getters):
1. Provide bathrooms or porta-potty storage
area
2. Keep/ open line of sight into Plaza
3. Install better lighting
4. Provide more hardscape for large groups
5. Traditional design but modern function

Problems (top Vote-getters):
1. Curb/sidewalk seam is just mud
2. Turf is a problem -- functions as ashtray,
attracts bees
3. Existing landscaping is a hodge-podge
of greenery -- pull together

6. Small curbs to delineate walkways / level
changes in the ground plane
7. Water/fountain(s)
8. Sculpture art for kids to play on instead of
trees

1. Improve City’s Plaza’s
functionality for community
activities
2. Increase the sense of safety
and security in City Plaza
3. Re-invigorate the daily use of
City Plaza by a wider crosssection of the community

9. Not wood benches (perhaps stone?)
10. New gazebo / performance stage
11. Encourage pedestrian access & attractions;
pedestrian signals at all adjacent
intersections
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Synthesis and Summary of
Overall Goals:
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4. Repair City Plaza’s
deteriorating, ‘shabby’
appearance
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